PREVIOUS MEETINGS:
- March 8, 2013: Discussion of Goals and Schedule for Activities
- April 23, 2013: Discussion of Signal Timing Spec Status and Initial Discussion of Signal Design Guidelines
- June 11, 2013: Discussion of Signal Design Guidelines, Comments for Update by GDOT
- August 6, 2013: Discussion of Signal Construction Details – initial comments
- November 12, 2013: Discussion of Signal Construction Details, Sample Signal Design, and Flashing Yellow Arrows

COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
Alan Davis, GDOT Committee Chairman
Richard Fangmann, Pond, Committee Co-Chairman
Grant Waldrop, GDOT
Landon Perry, GDOT
Jim Tolson, Arcadis
Jeff Legg, URS
Larry Overn, Stantec
Mahesh Atluri, HNTB
Scott Mohler, URS
Todd Devos, Wolverton
Rob Jaquette, Wolverton
Keith McCage, HNTB
Josh Williams, Gresham Smith
Ken Keena/Tom Sever, Gwinnett County
Dee Taylor, City of Gainesville
Steve Decker, City of Athens

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES:
Revision of Specification Section 687: Traffic Signal Timing:
- Revisions by committee are completed
- Review by GDOT Traffic Operations completed
- Under review by GDOT review committee for Specifications

Revision to Signal Design Guidelines (no change since last meeting):
- Committee performed an initial review of the guidelines
- Key items were discussed in June meeting and comments provided to
- GDOT Traffic Operations will lead revision in conjunction with District Traffic Engineers
- Traffic operations subcommittee to provide comments as revisions are made by GDOT

Revision to Signal Construction Details:
- Subcommittee performed review of construction details and discussed in August meeting
- Committee prepared summary of comments to be considered for update by GDOT.

Sample Signal Design:
Initial discussion of potential modifications in November 2013 meeting
Continued research and discussion in January 2014 meeting

Input on other Traffic Operations Topics:
The committee is examining other topics and will provide input on these areas in subsequent meetings:
- Flashing Yellow Arrows
- Standard Detail for Power Meters at Traffic Signal Locations
- Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons

Next Meeting: January 14, 2014 at 10 AM at GDOT TMC

November 19, 2013